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We have investigated the fluctuation region of the electron energy spectrum in a system of disordered short-range dislocations. 
In the case of an attraction potential, the asymptotic form of the density of the lowlying levels obeys a power law. For a repulsion 
potential, the density of state near the true end of the point of the spectrum has the same form as in a two-dimensional system 
of disordered impurities. We have also investigated the structure of the spectrum near the mean potential, irrespective of the 
sign of the interaction between the electron and the dislocation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE determination of the structure of the electronic 
energy spectrum of disordered systems is one of the 
principal problems of physics of the condensed state of 
matter. In the simplest model, this spectrum was de
termined from the solution of the Schrodinger equation 
for a particle moving in a random potential field (see, 
for exampleP•2J). In most papers, the origin of the 
random field is either not specified concretely at all, or 
else is connected with the presence of disordered 
"point" defects (impurities, vacancies, etc.). In pure 
crystals, however, a random potential can be gene rated 
by a system of disordered dislocations. A distinguishing 
feature of these dislocations is the fact that they have 
length, which affects substantially the structure of the 
electronic energy spectrumC3J. Just like point defects, 
disordered dislocations can lead to the appearance of 
new allowed values of the energy and to an essential 
change in the density and in the character of the quan
tum states in the initial spectra. In particular, a new 
section of the spectrum may arise near a level corre
sponding to a two-dimensional bound state of an elec
tron on an individual dislocationC4 J. The corresponding 
quantum states are localized on two or several disloca
tions, the distances between which can greatly exceed 
the mean values. In the present paper we investigate 
the fluctuation region of the spectrum, corresponding 
to states localized on macroscopic clusters of disloca
tions. 

Considering the simplest model, we shall assume 
that the dislocations are linear and pass through the en
tire crystal. The parameters determining the positions 
of the individual dislocations are assumed to be inde
pendent and uniformly distributed random quantities 
(an ideal gas of extended defects). Therefore the only 
characteristic of such an ensemble is the average dis
tance lo between dislocations that are parallel to an 
arbitrary direction. We consider dislocations with 
randomly distributed directions. The average distance 
between them, determined in the usual manner, is 
Zo(27Tr 112 • The potential of the individual dislocations 
does not depend on the coordinate along its axis and is 
equal to- {3u(R 1) (n 2/2m = 1), where R1 is a two-dimen
sional radius vector in a plane perpendicular to the dis
location axis, and u(R1) is a delta-like function with 
smearing radius a and normalization J udR1 = 1. The 
dimensionless parameter f3 determines the intensity of 
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the dislocation potential. Positive f3 correspond to 
attraction of an electron by a dislocation, and negative 
ones to repulsion. Such a model describes, in particu
lar, charged dislocations in semiconductors. In this 
case a coincides in order of magnitude with the screen
ing radius of the charge connected with the dislocation. 
For a reasonable dislocation density, present estimates 
of aC3J indicate a ratio Zo /a ~ 1. In some case (for ex
ample, in metals), a decisive role is played by the 
interaction between the electrons and the long-range 
deformation potential. The structure of the energy 
spectrum is then quite distinct, and its study calls for 
a separate analysis. 

In the description of the fluctuation region of the 
spectrum, it is natural to introduce the local dimension
less concentration Pn of the dislocations parallel to the 
direction n (n2 = 1): 

(X ) _l,'dN.(X.) 
Pn n - d'Xn . 

Here Xn is the two-dimensional radius vector in a 
plane perpendicular to n, the area element d2 Xn is 
inte~sec~ed by_ a large number dNn(Xn) of dislocations, 
but 1ts d1menswns are small compared with the fluctua
tion radius. Since the quantity Pn(Xu) is equal to the 
number of parallel dislocations intersecting an areal~ 
perpendicular to them, a homogeneous dislocation dis
tribution corresponds to a concentration Po = 1. 

In the limiting case I /31 « 1 (for concreteness we 
consider an attraction potential), the field of the indi
vidual dislocation contains a two- dimensional ground 
state of electrons with energy IE 1 1 ~ a-2 exp (- {3-1), 

exponentially close to the edge of the initial continuous 
spectrum Ek = k2 • It follows therefore that the accumu
lation of a large number (relative to the parameter 
1//3) of dislocations is necessary for the formation of 
sufficiently deep levels. In the case of point defects, 
the theory of such fluctuation levels was constructed by 
I. Lifshitz[sJ. The procedure proposed in[sJ can also be 
used for the following investigation of dislocation fluc
tuation levels. 

2. CALCULATION OF DENSITY OF STATES 

1. We introduce the dimensionless radius 
r = RZ~1 If31 112 , the two-dimensional radius vector 
xn = xn Z~ 1 1 /31 112 ' the two- dimensional concentration 
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Cn(Xn) Pn(Xn) 1>, and the energy E =- E zg {3-1 (in the 
spectral regions of interest to us, E > 0 irrespective of 
the sign of {3). Then the density of states is equal to 

v(E) = l,'v(e) I In 

and v( E) is the ratio of two continual integrals[sJ 

v(e) = (S e"l'>Dc) _, J e•l<l 6[e- e,{c} ]De. (1) 

The symbol c in (1) denotes a set of two-dimensional 
concentrations cn(Xn) for all the possible directions of 
n, and the dimensionless energy Eo{ c} corresponds to 
the ground state of the electron on the fluctuation. The 
functional S{ c} represents the change of the entropy of 
the system as a result of the deviation of the concentra
tion Cn(Xn) from the mean value c0 : 

S{e} = 21
1
111 J dn J d'x.[cr(cn)- cr(e,)- (en- e,)cr' (e,)], (2) 

and the quantity lii2 a( c) is the entropy density of the sys
tem of parallel dislocations with homogeneous concen
tration c. 

The presence of the large parameter lf31-1 in the 
argument of the exponential allows us to use the saddle
point method in the calculation of the density of states. 
Since there are no physical considerations that lead to 
anisotropy of the extremal fluctuations, we can assume 
that the two- dimensional extremal concentrations cn(Xn) 
do not depend on the direction of n: Cn(X) = c(x). Under 
this assumption we obtain a system of equations for the 
sought extremal c(x) and for the corresponding wave 
function of the ground state rp0( r): 

cr'(c)- cr' (c,) =-sign ll J dzq>,'(x, z). 

sign f:li\q>, + (-} J dnc[r- n(rn)]- e) q>o = 0 

with boundary conditions 

<Puloo = (c- c,) 1~ =0. 

(3a) 

(3b) 

Unlike the case of pointlike impurities, the right
hand side of (3a) contains a quantity proportional to the 
probability of finding the electron at a given point of 
x-space, and the additional integration with respect to 
the third coordinate is connected precisely with the 
fact that the dislocation has length. The expression 

c,(r)=-}-J dnc(r-n(rn)] (4) 

has a simple physical meaning: if we represent the dis
location as an aggregate of point defects located along 
its axis, then C3(r) is the three-dimensional concentra
tion of these defects on the extremal fluctuation. 

The principal term v0(E) in the expression for the 
density of states is connected with the solution of the 
system (3) by the relation 

lnv,(e) = ~~~!J d'x[cr(c)- cr(c,) -(c- c,)cr'(co) J. (5) 

2. We investigate first the behavior of the density of 
states in the vicinity of the mean potential E = 27T. This 
region of the spectrum is defined by the inequality 

1>By virtue of the definition of the quantity p.(X.), a uniform distribu
tion of the dislocations in a plane corresponds to a concentration c0 = I. 
In some of the succeeding problems, however, we retain the symbol c0, 

since it leads to more symmetrical expressions. 

0 < 1; = (e- 2n) sign ll ~ 1. 

We shall consider henceforth isotropic two-dimensional 
fluctuations of c(x)' which are connected, by virtue of 
(4), with the three-dimensional concentration c3(r) by 
the relations 

- ( 211 s' xc(x)d.x c, r)=- , 
r o 1rz-xz (6) 

-{ )- 1 s· e,(r)+re,'{r) 
C X--

.nz o ixz- rz . 
(7) 

In the investigated region of the spectrum, the presence 
of the small parameter ~ allows us to assume that the 
extremal concentration c(x) = Co + 0 (x) differs little 
from the average concentration, so that lo(x) I<< co. In 
this case the left-hand side of Eq. (3a) is simply 
a"(1)o(x). Substituting the obtained expression for o(x) 
in (3b) and carrying out a scale transformation 

cp,'(x,z) = s';,l;~<1) I <P'(x',z'), 

we arrive at an equation without parameters 

L\'cp- <P + ...!_s" dx" Joo dz" x",cp'(x'', z") = 0. 
r' o -oo -yrz - x"z 

Therefore the fluctuation of the concentration 

. s ; 00 

6(x) = s1gn ll2;<D{x') ==sign~~~ L dz'cp'(x',z') 

turns out to be of the order of ~ « 1, which justifies 
the assumptions made. For the principal term in the 
density of states we obtain in accordance with (5) 

2n' slcr"(1) I 
lnv,(e)=mlcr"(1)IJ6'{x)xdx=- 21111 <D,, (8) 

where the numerical constant <1>2 is determined from 
the formula 

00 

<D.= J (JJ•(t)tdt. 

' 
As seen from (8), in the immediate vicinity of the 

average potential ~ « 1, the quantity lln v0( E) I is not too 
large. In this connection, it is of interest to obtain the 
preexponential factor in the expression for v( E). The 
calculations are carried out in accordance with the well
known scheme[sJ and lead to the following result for the 
density of states: 

I cr" u > I .,, [ (JJ, I cr" < 1 > I 1 v(e)~ -- exp -- -- s . 
~~~ 2 ll 

(9) 

The entire analysis in this subsection was carried out 
in terms of the arbitrary function a( c). However, the 
succeeding calculations can be carried through to con
clusion only if account is taken of the concrete depen
dence of the entropy on the concentration. For concrete
ness, we shall consider henceforth the simplest model 
of an ideal gas of dislocations, corresponding to 

cr(e) = -cln (e I e). (10) 

3. With increasing deviation from the mean potential, 
the dislocation concentration in the region of the fluc
tuation differs considerably from the mean concentra
tion. The method described above cannot be used in this 
case and it would be necessary, strictly speaking, to 
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solve the system (3) exactly, a complicated mathemati
cal problem. However, since the density of states is not 
very sensitive to the details of the form of the fluctua
tion, we shall employ a direct variational method. 

When choosing the appropriate class of trial func
tions, we note the following. For all two-dimensional 
concentrations c(x) such that ( c- c0 ) sign {3 > 0 and2 ) 

If [c(x)- c,]xdx I< oo, 

relation (6) leads to the asymptotic form 
2 ~ 

c,(r)~2nc,+-;:.J [c(x)-c,]xdx. (11) 
r o 

The result (11) is obvious, since the aggregate of finite
radius dislocation tubes emerging from the center of 
the fluctuation transfers to the point r a potential pro
portional to the solid angle at which the nucleus of the 
fluctuation is seen from the point of observation. 

It is therefore natural to consider a class of trial 
functions of the form 

{ 2nc, 
c,(r)= , z 

2nc0 + 2n ( c1 - co) r, /r, 

r<ro, 

r>ro. 
(12) 

Here the variational parameters are the radius r 0 and 
the concentration Ct at the nucleus of the fluctuation. 

Substituting (12) in the Schrodinger equation (3b) we 
obtain an equation for the spectrum. This equation 
leads to a definite connection between the ground- state 
energy E and the parameters r 0 and Ct. For all the 
values of E of interest to us, this connection is given by 

r,y(2nc,- e) sign~= q(c"e), (13) 

where the slowly-varying function q(ct, E) 1 is posi-
tive everywhere and does not exceed 1r. 

After determining from (7) the concentration c(x) 
corresponding to the assumed approximation c3(r) (12) 
and substituting into the expression for the density of 
states (5), we get 

2n' q'(c,,e) [ c, ] 
lnvo(e)=-- c,ln-+1+2I(c,) , 

~ (2nc,- e) e 
(14) 

where 
"'' f cost 

l(c,) = dt sin' t {[1 + (c,- 1)f(t) ]ln[1 + (c,- 1)/(t) ]- (c,- 1)/(t) }, 

' (15) 

and f(t) = (2t- sin 2t)/1f. 
It is convenient to analyze (14) separately for attrac

tion or repulsion of an electron by a dislocation. 
We consider first the attraction ({3 > 0). It is phys

ically understandable that in this case, in the far region 
of the spectrum E » 1, the concentration Ct is much 
larger than the average concentration Co= 1, so that 
Ct » 1 in (15) and therefore 

I(c,) ~ 1/2c,ln(c,/e), 
and 

2n c,ln(c,/e) , 
lnv0(e)~-- 12 q(c,e). 

~ c,- e n 
(16) 

After minimizing (16) with respect to the parameter Ct 
and neglecting the derivative a q/a Ct, we obtain 

(17) 

2)The condition that follows is connected with the conservation of the 
total number of dislocations in the system. 

c, i'::i 2: In 2: , ro i'::i q ( eln ;Jt) -'/: (18) 

In the case of a repulsion potential ((3 < 0) there 
exists a true end point of the spectrum E = 0. The states 
near this point (E « 1) are realized on fluctuations of 
large radius r 0 » 1 and small dislocation concentration 
Ct « 1, and in this case q(ct, E) tends to 1f, To deter
mine the density of states, it suffices therefore to put 
q = 1r and Ct = 0 in (14), after which we get 

2n' 
lnv,(e) i'::i --;ijf[1 + 2!(0)]· (19) 

The concentration Ct at the nucleus of the extremal 
fluctuation is determined, just as before, by minimizing 
expression ( 14) and is equal to 

c1 i'::lexp{- 2;[1+1(0)]}, (20) 

while the radius of the nucleus of the fluctuation, as fol
lows from (13) and (20), is 

(21) 

In the vicinity of the mean potential we have IE- 21fl 
« 1 and let- col« 1, and by using the procedure des
cribed above we obtain for the density of states 

lnvo(e)=-Q(e-2n)/~, Q~1, (22) 

which differs only by a numerical factor ~ 1 from ex
pression (8). 

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Since the physical situation depends significantly on 
whether the electron is attracted or repelled by the dis
location, the results must be analyzed separately for 
f3 > 0 and {3 < 0. 

1. Attraction ({3 > 0). As already noted, in this case 
there are two characteristic values of the energy, the 
mean potential I Ec I ~ {3l(/ and the energy of the two
dimensional bound state on an individual dislocation IE 1 1 

~ a-2 exp(-{3-t) (see Fig. 1). Depending on the relation 
between the dislocation concentration (a/Z0) 2 « 1 and the 
coupling constant {3, the "transverse" energy E 1 can be 
either larger or smaller than the mean potential Ec: 

a) We consider first the case lEe I » IE 1 1 (Fig. la). 
The smallest parameter of the problem is in this case 
{3, so that the inequality 

(23) 

is satisfied. The density of states for deep levels 
lEI » IEcl is then determined by formula (17). We see 
that the length of the dislocations leads to a slower 
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FIG. 2 

(power-law) decrease of the density of states on the tail 
of the spectrum, as distinguished from the exponential 
decrease characteristic of point defects[6 J. The charac
teristic dimension of the extremal fluctuation is 
Ro ~ Zoi3-1 IE/E r112 , and the average distance between 
dislocations is cl ~ l0 c~ 112 = Zo!E/Ecl-112 , so that the ex
cess number of dislocations on the fluctuation is 
N ~ (Ro/1) 2 ~ !9-1 • The wave function of the electron is 
localized over a distance on the order of Ro. 

The region of applicability of formula (17) is bounded 
from below by the condition IE I « lEe I (lo /a) 2 , since the 
distance l for deeper levels becomes of the order of the 
interatomic distance, and a description of such a forma
tion in dislocation terms becomes meaningless. 

In the vicinity of the mean potential, to the left of the 
point Ec(I(E- Ec)/Ecl « 1), the density of states is 
given by formula (9). The inaccuracy liE in the deter
mination of the position of the dislocation level, which 
is connected with the macroscopic description, is of the 
order of liiEI ~ f31E- Eel« IE- Eel· The requirement 
that the density of states be exponentially small does 
not make it possible to assume the energy in formula 
(9) to be too close to Ec: 

I E-E, I 
--;;..~linn E, 

The excess number of dislocations on the fluctuation in 
this region of the spectrum is N ~ {3-1 • 

b) With decreasing concentration, the point Ec on 
Fig. 1 approaches E 1 . Levels close to Ec can be real
ized on clusters with a small number N ~ 1 of disloca
tions already when {3exp ({3-1) ?: (Zo /a) 2 , and the approach 
developed above does not hold in the region E -- Ec, At 
the same time, at these and lower concentrations, 
(l0 /a) 2 » {3exp ({3-1) (see Fig. 1 b), formula (17) for the 
tail of the density of states remains valid as before, but 
the condition for its applicability takes the form 

~;:;..- > 0 l ) 2 I E I (l /a) 2 

( a E, ~ exp(~-') · 
(24) 

In the case of strong attraction ({3 ~ 1), the deep 
levels IE 1 « IE 1 1, just as for !3 « 1, are due to fluctua
tions, but each of them corresponds to many almost 
equally-probable fluctuations. Therefore the use of the 
saddle-point method to calculate the functional integral 
(1) is not justified and the result (17) is incorrect (the 
latter is also confirmed by the fact that when {3 ~ 1 the 
inequality (24) "collapses"). At the same time, a spec
trum region adjacent on the left to E } 4 J is distinctly 
formed (dashed curve on Fig. 1b). 

2. Repulsion ({3 < 0). In this ca_se the only c_~arac
teristic energy is the mean potential Ec ~ li3llo (see 
Fig. 2). In the vicinity of the mean potential, to the left 
of E the density of states is determined by formula 
(9), fte applicability of which is limited by the condi
tions 1 » I(E- Ec)/Ecl » {3ln l/31. Near the true end 
point of the spectrum (E = 0), expression (19) holds true 
for the density of states. The levels E « Ec correspo.nd 

. z -112 1 I 1-112 to fluctuations with a large radms Ro ~ o/3 E Ec 
and with exponentially small dislocation concentration 
(20) (rarefaction of the "dislocation cloud"). The wave 
function of the electron is localized on the nucleus of the 
fluctuation. 

For strong repulsion (1!31 ~ 1) the mean potential 
ceases to be a singled- out point of the spectrum. States 
close to E can be realized on different microscopic 
fluctuation~, and the density of states is not described 
by formula (9). Yet the result (19) remains valid in the 
vicinity of the true end point of the spectrum E ~ 0, as 
before. The reason for this is that the large parameter 
of the theory is in fact not {3-1 but the deviation of the 
number of dislocations on the fluctuation from the mean 
value. For a repulsion potential near the true boundary, 
this deviation t..N ~ {3-1Ec/E is large even when {3 ~ 1. 
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